Equinefit Dressage Saddles
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quinefit saddles are individually designed and made specifically for each horse and
rider combination, taking into account the support, depth, shape and materials
chosen by the customer.
“From my 20 years experience of working with different breeds and levels of horses and types
of riders, I designed and launched a range of saddles that would allow them to enjoy maximum
comfort and optimum performance.” Says Rene de Koning, founder of Equinefit.
“I invite you to discover the true potential of your horse.”
Every design starts with a free consultation to understand your needs and evaluate you and
your horse first hand. The final design will be unique - a custom saddle that will offer the best
solution for you and the best fit to your horse. Our saddles are competitively priced when
compared with their off-the-shelf equivalents and offer all the advantages of being made to your
exact requirements. Included in our price is your hand-made saddle, the initial consultation
and measuring at your barn, and final fitting and adjustment.

Your Custom Dressage Saddle
Some different styles of dressage saddles are shown to the right, each was designed to meet
the needs of a particular horse and rider. Top right is a dressage saddle for everyday use. It
features knee rolls on top of the flap, to provide the rider with more direct support. This
design can also be used on long hacks and even offers enough support to tackle small fences.
We can create designs with a shorter, deeper seat, and higher knee rolls. Ideally suited to pony
riders and for horses with short backs. Also popular for use on breeds such as Frisians and
Andalusians because of the straight cut of the flaps which provide a straighter line allowing
the shoulder more freedom of movement.
If you are a competitive rider with a deep seat then we can create the classic dressage saddle.
Featuring a large teardrop shaped knee roll to provide support while also following the shape
of your leg. A round cantle and a close-contact design provide you with a closer connection
to the horse. An elite saddle for when you need to achieve those extra marks.
Prices range from around $4,000 to $4,500, including consultation and fitting.

You are in Good Company
Equinefit have produced customer saddles for Rambo, the Elite Danish warmblood
stallion at Oak Hill Ranch owned and ridden by Mr. Richard Freeman Jr.
Debbie Lush competes on Holmegrove Merlin owned by Nikki and Mick Green
with an Equinefit saddle.
Sarah Payne rides the Sheepgate horses and says “...Rene’s bespoke saddles
represent fantastic value for money and the difference in performance
of ‘Sheepgate’s Horses’ speaks for itself. The horses are moving
looser than ever before and the difference is clear to see.”
For more information
please visit our Web site :

www.equinefit.com
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